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Overview

This thesis explores the possibilities of in-between spaces bounded by the
realms of public and private experience in an urban environment, specifically
situated in Downtown Providence, RI. This thesis begins by questioning the
meaning of what public space is and how we as humans choose to inhabit
space that has been given a particular program or quality. What allows a
person to feel that he or she has ownership over a public space? Through the
interdisciplinary lens of Landscape Architecture and Interior Architecture, the
subsequent phases will analyze how people in Downtown Providence perceive
and utilize space within the city and how the city could be reimagined by
activating interstitial spaces. What constitutes public space and how ownership
can be attributed to a public space is vital to understanding the characteristics
and life involved in in-between spaces such as alleyways.
The specific spaces being examined in this thesis are alleyways. It is due to
their ambiguous nature that they have become a testing ground for addressing
new potential public space in Providence. Alleyways are adjacent to fixed
architectural elements, accessible yet set back, even interior, from the street
and are often seen as places of seedy activity. But they are places where
positive life is also going on and where healthy life can be sustained by the
inhabitants around them. What if this underused space could be more than
just a place for neighboring buildings to store their garbage? How could they
be brought into the public light? We live in a growing world and there is an
increasing need for public space within a decreasing supply of available space,
so we must consider spaces already in existence. This thesis will contribute to
a new concept of “scape” to be considered within the discipline.

KEYWORDS: public realm, private space, interior, in-between, spectrum,
threshold, place-making

Public Space

In order to better understand what public space is to an urban citizen there are
questions that need to be explored to set the stage. Is the public realm truly
something that is owned by the public? Throughout the theory of landscape
architecture and interior architecture a common word that comes up is the
idea of “public space” or the “public realm.” This term can be used to describe
many different spaces and at times can be a confusing term to use when trying
to describe something specific. When you ask people what they think of
when they hear about public space, you will hear a variety of answers: plazas,
libraries, public schools and, most commonly, parks. Per the Merriam-Webster
dictionary,“public” means something that is exposed to a general view and
can also be something relating to or being in the service of the community
or nation.1 For the sake of this thesis there is another definition that can be
ascribed to the public realm or public space: the delimitation of spaces or
places that allows for access to the general public to inhabit or utilize a space
for their own purposes. With this definition, the public realm also includes a set
of rules to provide safety and protection to its users. What is most interesting
about the idea of public space, is how people operate within it and what makes
a place public to them. Is a park that has a nightly curfew for activity considered
owned by the public? What level of visibility is necessary for something to feel
like it no longer belongs to the public? To further understand these ideas of
public space, this thesis must look at past examples that could be considered
public space like parks, plazas, commons, etc.

“Definition of PUBLIC.” https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/public.
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According to the Friends of the Public Garden, an organization that works to
preserve Boston’s public parks, “The nation’s oldest park, the fifty acres of
Boston Common have belonged to the citizens of Boston since 1634.”2 This
historic space has been attributed as the epitome of public space throughout
much of history, from the 17th century when it was a place for grazing cows
and public executions to the 19th century where town festivities, protests,
and rallies were commonplace. Another example of successful public space
for exchange and interaction comes in the form of Fredrick Law Olmsted’s and
Calvert Vaux’s Central Park located in New York City, NY. “His first principle
was that a park should complement the city to which it belongs. If a city is
cramped, crowded, and rectilinear, its park should be composed of sinuous
thoroughfares and a variable topography that includes large open spaces.”3
Olmsted, the father of Landscape Architecture, considered many formal and
naturalistic elements to be involved in a space that was meant to serve the
public realm. Some spaces he included within Central Park range from being
as naturalist as The Ramble to more formal in nature Bethesda Terrace and
The Mall. The diversity in opportunity and program of this space was to give
people a breath of fresh air from the sprawling city around them while also
providing an opportunity for person-to-person interaction that would allow
for people with a mix of backgrounds to come together for relaxation and
recreation.
These examples of public space clarify real-life examples of working public
spaces, but at the same time this model of public space is outdated in terms
of what is feasible or necessary in an urban setting. Public space as a model
needs to modernize and expand into other avenues of what can possibly be
“public spaces.”
2
3
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“History | Friends of the Public Garden.” http://friendsofthepublicgarden.org/our-parks/boston-common/history/.
Rich, Nathaniel. “When Parks Were Radical.” The Atlantic, September 2016. https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2016/09/better-than-nature/492716/.
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Place vs. Space
Along with the conversation of public space, the idea of a person making a
space their own place and taking ownership is something that is very important.
When mentioning the term “placemaking,” there are already assumptions
that come with the term when speaking about urban planning and design.
According to the website Project for Public Spaces, “Placemaking refers to
a collaborative process by which we can shape our public realm in order to
maximize shared value.”5 While this modeled approach is not directly related
to how the thesis looks at public space, it has important links and connections
to what makes a place a successful public space. The space serves the needs
of the people and has key elements that can help to design interstitial spaces,
such as alleyways, to have more potential than what they actually are utilizing.
Alleyways are spaces but typically are not yet places. They are transitions but
not destinations. This thesis seeks to challenge that stereotype and imagine
the potential these spaces could have.
The term “placemaking” for this thesis explains how people begin to take
charge of space, especially within the context of a space that is meant for all. It
is the act of making a space your own place; it is a place to install your ownership
upon for temporary or long-term purposes. This thesis can be an instigator
of placemaking through how design strategies or program opportunities are
fostered by those who are looking to inhabit a place.

4
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Spaces, Project for Public. “What Is Placemaking?” Project for Public Spaces. https://www.pps.org/reference/what_is_placemaking/.
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HISTORIC

Site

Providence, Rhode Island is a capital city that also is a city of legacy. According
to the Legacy City Partnership,”Legacy cities are older, industrial urban areas
that have experienced significant population and job loss, resulting in high
residential vacancy and diminished service capacity and resources.”5 Providence
has undergone a variety of changes from it’s establishment as a farming and
fishing settlement in 1636 to its growth during the Industrial Revolution and
subsequent depression when the industry left. Currently Providence is in the
cycle of revival, with its downtown population and redevelopment of its urban
fabric, and there are a plethora of spaces that are “in-between” areas yet to be
addressed. The spaces come in the forms of alleyways and adjacent building
voids where buildings were removed and parking added.

POST-INDUSTRIAL

COLLEGE
GRADUATES

ARTISTS

Providence, Rhode Island

INCREASED
POPULATION

While alleyways are found in many cities with a gridded structure, the alleyways
in Downtown Providence were chosen as testing grounds because of the
downtown already processing through a cycle of revitalization that allows
for a more active street presence and pedestrian accessibility. However, the
interstitial spaces remain ordinary and unnoticed by the general public when
they could become extraordinary and vibrant as a new pedestrian public space
in-between the city fabric.

TRANSPORTATION

TOURISM

ECONOMIC FLUX

Downtown Providence
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“Legacy Cities Partnership.” Accessed May 14, 2017. http://www.legacycities.org/.
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Phase 1 Investigation

Voids in the Fabric
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Abstract

Introduction

Phase One is about breaking down the possibilities of under-used space in
a city context that falls between the realms of public and private space. In
order to understand how to adapt these spaces that were not originally meant
for the general public, this phase utilizes research of relevant public space
examples in existence and relies on visual observation of current conditions,
specifically alleyways. Alleyways, planned voids within the city grid, are the
typology being tested. By analyzing and comparing public space precedents
of a similar nature or history, documenting existing life and activities within the
setting of Downtown Providence and synthesizing these findings, this phase
will produce a baseline of information to understand these spaces and further
inform the body of work. How can these spaces be analyzed and understood
to allow accommodation for the future needs of the public as the population
grows? How can alleyways be an occupiable threshold between public and
private conditions within the urban environment?

To reveal the potential possibilities of “underused” space, Phase One is a
segment that set a baseline of understanding about public space and the
systems involved in its function. For this body of research “public space”
is defined as the delimitation of spaces or places that allows for access to
the general public to inhabit or utilize for their own purposes. Also within
this definition the public realm includes a set of rules to provide safety
and protection to its citizens. Specifically, the precedent public space sites
focused on spaces that were either important in history or had similarities
to the typology of alleyways. In order to further dissect the life of an alley,
this phase also incorporates observational methods in the form of drawings,
photography, and written notation.

Methods

1. Research: Public space typologies from history and in relation to alleyway
typology.
2. Field Research: Observation and recording of site specific alleyways in
Downtown Providence to understand existing life and spatial conditions of
alleyways in a city context.
3. Synthesis: Of recorded observations and study in the form of figure-ground
plans, diagrams, and annotative elevations.
4. Physical modeling: Void spaces in selective alleyways within Downtown
Providence.

Clemence Street Alley
Downtown Providence

14
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Phase 1: Voids in the Fabric

Images taken from field notation when
observing public spaces and alleyways within
Downtown Providence on a weekday at around
11:30am.
Above: Secondary street by Grant’s Block
Below: Clemence Street alleyway facing south

Diagramming architectural alley verses
landscape architectural allee.
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Phase 1: Voids in the Fabric
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Figure-ground of Downtown Providence’s city character through
buildings, roads, parks, and parking lots.
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Zoomed in figure-ground diagram of the north side of Clemence
Street alley and surrounding block.
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Zoomed in figure-ground diagram of the Worcester Street alley
and surrounding block.
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CLEMENCE ST. + WORCESTER ST.
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Phase 1: Voids in the Fabric

SHADOWED THRESHOLD

~50’

Linear Void: Downtown Providence
alleyways originally secondary roads
turned into alleyways. One way to
visualize the limits can be drawn
by the surrounding buildings by
following the line of symmetry.

~45’
FIRE ESCAPE ACCESS
~30’

Existing architectural elements
trigger a change indicating a new
condition w/o looking at the façade.

HISTORIC ENCLOSED
BRIDGE

VISUAL THRESHOLD

5’5”

5’5”
BLOCKED WINDOWS
Windows are blocked off from
alley views or to change the
condition of the existing building.

Clemence Street Alley: Located across the street from Aurora
Providence, this alley has a unique spatial condition where the void
between the buildings is not only bisected by an elevated historic
bridge but also directly connected to a parking area that may have been
a connecting building.
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~25’

PARKING LOT ADJACENT

GARBAGE STORAGE
Movable trash receptacles
for surrounding businesses

BLOCKED WINDOWS
Windows are blocked off
from alley views and for
potential ammenity positions.

Expanded Void: Another way to
imagine the void is to incorporate the
adjacent parking lot where a building
used to be located that would delimit
the alley to be linear. Without this
building the space spills out of its
linear projection and allows for a new
condition and void to occur.

Model of the Clemence Street
alleyway without the surrounding
buildings.
21

Phase 1: Voids in the Fabric

In creating the molds for modeling the void
spaces of the two test alleyways, there
were decisions that lead to thinking about
the alleyway as not only topography on the
ground but also topography of the top. The
surrounding buildings did not always have the
same heights and dimensions.

~85’

Above: Clemence Street alley
Below: Worcester Street alley

Space for utilities +
fire escape. This spaces
bars access
to the general public.
SEPARATION FROM
BUILDINGS A + B
~45’

NO WINDOW APERTURE ABOVE ~45’

OWNERSHIP +
ORGANIZATION
Demarcation of space
by neighboring businesses
within the same building for
occupation of waste needs.
SOUTH VIEW
WORCESTER STREET ALLEY

NORTH VIEW
WORCESTER STREET ALLEY

5’5”

5’5”

SIGNAGE TOWARD
“FRONT OF HOUSE”
Encouraging patrons to
enter from the front +
steer clear of the alley.

ACCESSES TO ADJACENT
BUILDING

Worcester Street Alley: Located within the surrounding context of
parking lots and parking garages and is adjacent to The Rosendale. This
alley could seem more typical due to its very linear nature.
22
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Findings + Conclusions

Identified in the research is the connection between the landscape architecture
technique of an allee, a walkway lined with trees or tall shrubs, and the alley,
a narrow passageway between or behind buildings. They were brought to
light as a way to compare the potential ways space can be delimited through
materiality and opacity. This comparison is important because it highlights how
the surrounding context of the alley can vary and how this idea of delimiting
space through these properties can be utilized in further analysis and even
testing.
Alleyways themselves can be broken down into different functional categories
based on their characteristics. Through my interpretation in field observation
and online sources, alleyways can fall under three main types: historic,
transportive, and utility. Downtown Providence alleyways fall more under
the category of transportive and utility because of the program of allowing
for temporary parking, trash storage of neighboring buildings and access to
utilities and systems that pertain to the surrounding architecture. However,
in light of this idea that an alleyway can be used to subdivide city blocks and
are a planned system within the urban context, it was found that an alleyway
may not always start as an alley. In the case of Downtown Providence, the
alleyway may have been a secondary street and over time and growth within
the city changed to be a part of the alleyway typology. This development was
interesting because not only is it important to understand that the life within
an alleyway changes with the time of day and quality of light, but also in terms
of a city’s development and the conditional occupation or vacating of the
buildings surrounding it even though it is a planned void in space.
Through the observational part of this phase, systems, activities, and other
characteristics were either confirmed or revealed through the documenting,
24

sketching, and diagramming process. Conditional items such as surveillance
were a main theme recurring in all these alleyway test spaces. This type of
observation was critical as it was originally assumed that because of a lack
of visual view these alleyways were vacant. It is apparent that there is an
appreciation of alleyways also being revealed through this personal analysis
that could help to evolve where this thesis may go by the end of the semester.

Assessment

The research and methods employed within this phase were effective in
developing a baseline understanding for the topic and development of
the work into a visual representation. The goal of this phase was to be an
investigator of public space looking at existing conditions of Downtown
Providence as well as design precedents of public space. Because of this
detailed study into the precedents and the urban investigation into actual
alleyway spaces there needs to be further time spent diagramming, sketching,
and documenting designated alleyway spaces especially with an emphasis on
the change over time. The observational sketches helped to reveal systems
and life in the spaces, but there is still not a clear method that was developed
that might be used to analyze these spaces.

current condition and how they can be further incorporated within the realm of
usable public space without adapting them to be something “better.”

The terminology revealed through this phase, the term void in particular, was
a helpful way to explain the alleyway space and texture. However, the term
is too broad to be used alone in informing the reader of all the complexities
revealed.
Further research must be conducted into the development of the life cycle in
an alleyway from a different city typology such as a secondary street. It could
be helpful to also research alleyway conditions within other city contexts to
compare and contrast the findings of what is being observed and test if it is a
norm or condition based on the context itself. It would also be helpful within
this next phase to dig into further urban theory and city planning like those
from the writings of Jane Jacobs and William Whyte. Though these theories are
a response to a very particular part of history in urban life and development,
the knowledge will help to better narrow and formulate the argument. It will
also emphasize why this study is important and how it can inform a direction
for an outcome that both highlights the appreciation for alleyways in their
25

Abstract

Phase 2 Research
The Life of a Block

For Phase Two, expanding the lens from the alleyway and looking for
connections and systems that feed the typology are being analyzed. This
expansion of context is important to better understand the life within the
alleyway as well as the life that may funnel in from the surrounding building
and/or street context. Geometries are only a piece of the puzzle that is to
be explored through urban exploration. By narrowing my precedent search
to specifically “active pedestrian alleyways in action,” both historic and
contemporary, a comparison can be made between the observations of the
chosen Providence block to determine correlations to other alleyways of
similar types. The methods employed within this phase combined with the
lessons learned in Phase One, such as the urban context through sketching and
spatial conditions observed, bring up the next progression of questions for the
thesis work. How can alleyways facilitate a connection to the already vibrant
streetscapes of Providence? What sorts of incentives or events have facilitated
vibrancy in the past? How can alleyways facilitate a sense of vibrant pedestrian
realm without compromising the characteristics that make alleyways unique
from the adjacent streetscape?

Worcester Street Alley: building fabric + alley void + alley symmetries

26
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Introduction
What is to be appreciated in alleyways? Their function is only a part of the
life adapted spatially to the spaces incorporated into a basic city block. To
understand the smaller voids within the urban landscape, it is important to
understand the larger city block structure, which offers contextual clarity
and nuances of the systems at place in these spaces. Downtown Providence,
is a great candidate for this thesis because of the modern grid structure of
downtown coupled with its history of being a legacy city in an era of economic
flux.

28

Methods

1. Research into Urban Theorists such as Jane Jacobs, William Whyte, and
Allan Jacobs.
2. Field Research: Observation and recording of Clemence Street block in
Downtown Providence to further understand existing life and spatial conditions
of alleyways in a city context.
3. Observation + Analysis: Precedents of the Blackstone Block in Boston, MA
and Lucie Way in Providence, RI.
4. Synthesis: Of recorded observations and study in the form of figure-ground
plans, diagrams, and annotative elevations.

Selection of sketches from Phase Two while visiting alleyways
within Downtown Providence.
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Phase 2: The Life of the Block
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Continuation of
Clemence Street.
Looking South toward
the historic furniture
bridge.

Record of building
removal at some point
is still visible.

Opening in building
fabric used once more
for parking.
Clemence Street Alley: During the Phase Two process there were many observations to be made in a three-block radius.
Alleyways have a set of constant functions and conditions while they also change dynamics depending on time of day as
well as time of year. The following is a collaboration of three different observational times of day through sketching and
photography that tell a story of the life and conditions of the Clemence Street Alley in Downtown Providence.
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Murals as seen on
several building
surfaces around
Downtown
Providence.

WESTMINSTER STREET

FOUNTAIN STREET
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Phase 2: The Life of a Block
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Historic Imagery of the Blackstone Block depicting a view from Union Street.

When looking at the Blackstone Block, in its
contemporary context as well as its 17th century
context, certain attributes come to the surface that
seem to contribute to its success as an active pedestrian
alley network. For example, the entire ground level is
accessible to those on the street through the allowance
of active storefronts. The alleyways allow for a multitude
of choices for meandering passerbys away from the
wider streets that were meant for fast transportation
such as horse-drawn carriages and now the constant
flow of cars.
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2017: Figure-ground of the current condition of the Blackstone Block through observation on site and from Google
Earth.

VALUE: HISTORIC

N

1814: Figure-ground of the Blackstone Block in history when the plan of the city reflected a different kind of street
assembly outside the contemporary city grids of today.

The Blackstone Block dates back to the 17th century. This block contains a meander of narrow alleyways
preserved even as the urban fabric around the block was able to shift and change with the city of
Boston. While the buildings themselves are not all fully preserved in their historic entirety, the street
pattern and alleyway make it a Boston Historic Landmark.
Top: Context for the Blackstone Block to the West.
Bottom: Context for the Blackstone Block to the South.
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Phase 2: The Life of the Block
Visible historic signage
into alleyway space.
Visibility wraps around
the first-floor level.

Marshall Street

Same visibility, different
treatment, height, +
material in façade.
Diversity of buildings.

first-floor visibility +
reflection

Marsh Lane
West Blackstone Block: This transect brings to life the active progression
of street life on the Blackstone Block in the present. With an active and
transparent first-floor level there is much activity and circulation promoted.
This observation seems to transcend time as this attribute seemed to have
also contributed to the active alleyway life in past history.
34

Parking lot condition.
Could be in place of old
building foot print.

Permeable façade wraps
around the building’s first
level. Porosity from many
sides.

Scott Alley

Union Street
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Phase 2: The Life of a Block
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Lucie Way: Adapted condition of Lucie Way in the influence of program
integrated by AS220.
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VALUE: ARTISTS + COMMUNITY
“We, the people of Rhode Island, associate ourselves for the purpose of providing a local forum and
home for the arts, through the maintenance of residential and work studios, galleries, performance and
educational spaces. Exhibitions and performances in the forum will be un-juried, uncensored and open
to the general public. Our facilities and services are made available to all artists who need a place to
exhibit, perform, or create their original artwork, especially those who cannot obtain space to exhibit or
perform from traditional sources because of financial or other limitations.”
-AS220 Mission Statement
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Street view of Lucie Way: Storefront is noticeable before the alleyway;
however, a hit of material change and lighting design begins to draw
attention to the alley.

AS220 [NON-PROFIT] - MERCANTILE BLOCK
Adaptive-reuse space, historically a livery in 1901. Considered surrounded
by “back alleys” and now a vibrant pedestrian space. Vibrancy is fostered
through use of materiality on the ground as well as change of materiality on
the building face allowing for visibility into the building and the programs
included within it.
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Phase 2: The Life of a Block
Worcester Street Alley
--Union Street

Enhancement
of historic
character of
Downtown
Providence

Loan + grant
opportunity

Clemence Street Alley
--Westminster Street

Clemence Street Alley
--Mathewson Street

Clemence Street Alley
--Weybosset Street

Funds for
renovation and
new
construction

Visible + Permeable First Level: Occupation of the street
through inputed store owners. Incentives for occupation
of first levels of buildings was provided through the City of
Providence through low rent costs and code incentives.
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Murals + Artists: Spearheaded by the growing artist community
in the downtown, spontaneous murals have been installed
throughout the downtown in underutilized spaces. . These
murals have become landmarks and showcase the settled artist
community that has made a home in downtown.

Lucie Way Alley
--Mathewson Street
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Maiden Lane Alley
--Mathewson Street

THE NETWORK: Selected site of intervention within Downtown
Providence.
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Findings + Conclusions

Looking at the block as a whole to understand and test the observations
discovered in alleyways was an effective way to further chart a direction for the
intentions of the thesis. Because the alleyway is created by the system around
it, this approach helped spur critical thinking about how one looks at these
spaces and their potential. Narrowing the observations of Clemence Street was
also important because it allowed for a more concentrated effort to evaluate
what was learned within Phase One. Alleyways are not abandoned spaces;
as found in Phase One they have a life of their own depending upon their
context. Buildings and streets also have a dynamic in how they are occupied at
different times of day. It was helpful to think of all these adjacencies as having
rhythms to them, all important to the overall structure and life of the block and
feeding into the overall system.
Considering precedents that involve alleyways specifically was also a key part
in understanding how the block functions within the greater city fabric by
allowing there to be a comparison of historic and contemporary examples.
Looking at the Blackstone Block in Boston, a 17th century block preserved in
a changing urban fabric, and the contemporary intervention to Lucie Way in
Downtown Providence the importance of visibility and activity was brought to
the forefront as a characteristic that makes a place vibrant. Permeability as an
observation came back into the forefront, the “eyes on the street” that Jane
Jacobs spoke of in The Death and Life of American Cities that keeps a place
vibrant and keeps it safe. Further interest in understanding this as a method of
activating space in Phase Three will be important though at this time in Phase
Two it is not known if this method is a physical perforation of the façade or
something else.
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Phase Three will be vital in displaying the intention for these spaces and
how they can facilitate a connection in Downtown Providence. These spaces
should not only be highlighted in their individual contexts, but also should be
celebrated by allowing a new pedestrian meander to happen within and around
them. Alleyways are historically planned to bisect blocks and allow for access
outside the grid of street intersections, they are shortcuts to destinations.
Through allowing people to believe they can meander through these spaces
to get to their destination, they too can appreciate these spaces while also
creating a vibrant downtown life.

Assessment

Phase Two helped to clarify what about the observations in Phase One were
really interesting. There is still some ambiguity to the identity of the spaces
when looking within Downtown Providence. The nature of these spaces
being alleyways or secondary streets or if the identity is fluid over time. It
will be helpful in this last phase to revisit and clarify this progression and
definition of terms further. These spaces are indeed alleyways, but perhaps in
the case of spaces such as Clemence Street there is a spectrum of the space
functioning as a secondary space and alleyway. This process will also be helpful
in clarifying what the intention of making these spaces pedestrian friendly
with a consideration for cars in certain cases. These spaces are for people
but the automobile is a piece of the system of the downtown and should be
considered and questioned.

N

Downtown Providence figure-ground displaying the Network that will be the
narrowed focus for Phase Three.
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Abstract

Phase 3 Testing
Alleyways as Avenues

Phase Three seeks to expand on the lessons learned in the subsequent
phases of this thesis by testing a combination of strategies that can help
to reimagine the public life of Downtown Providence. Utilizing the methods
of permeability of existing building fabric, installation of program, and
materiality as wayfinding, the alleyway spaces of Downtown Providence are
reimagined as a network of interstitial spaces that serve as thresholds between
the adjacent sectors of Providence. What is missing in the downtown today?
What could the downtown facilitate in the future for residents and visitors
alike as the city’s population grows? How can alleyways become walkable
avenues that permeate and activate the interstitial spaces of the downtown?

N

Proposed Downtown Strategies: creating a network of alleyways by
connecting the alleyway spaces as well as the adjacent parking void spaces.
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Introduction
Alleyways have always been connective places despite their depiction as being
unplanned or left over against the hierarchy of streets. In Providence’s history
the alleyways in question were once secondary streets that bisected the system
of the block and connect people and cars between perpendicular points. This
Phase introduces the idea of connecting the underused alleyways together to
form a network space that allows for meandering as well as pause with the
strategies of permeability, installations, and topography to designate places
within the larger networked space. The life provided by this newly connected
network provides a different rhythm from the current vibrancy of the already
revitalized streetscape of main streets such as Westminster.

Methods

1. Synthesis of previous phase observation and research.
2. Generating a toolkit of strategies to promote the connectivity of alleyways
and allow for a pedestrian network to be established.
3. Testing of a toolkit strategies to see where and when certain ideas can be
implemented given the spatial dimension and existing characteristics of the
spaces selected.

Alleyways as Connecting Elements

Alleyways as Avenues in a
Expanded Network

The Pedestrian Network: The network is made up of the
combination of alleyway spaces and parking voids identified
through previous phases. Looking at them alone they are
separate but have the potential to be connected by the
intersection of alleyways.
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N

The Network
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Phase 3: Alleyways as Avenues

Existing Condition: Westminster Street as main method of travel
for people due to its active storefronts and vibrant street life.

Proposed Condition: What if alleyways like Clemence Street
were seen as the main method of travel for people? What is
alleyways were streets?
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N

Model used for visualizing the scenario of associated with
looking at alleyways as main avenues. Red thread identifies
where the access and activity would move in this scenario.
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Phase 3: Alleyways as Avenues
Proposed
Network
Parking

Parking

Parking

Grant’s Block

Parking

Parking

Rosmarin
Courtyard

Weybosset
Street Seating

Existing Parking in Downtown Providence

Existing Park Space in Downtown Providence

Modern Device

St. Pierre’s Shoes
Cellar Stories Book Store
Washington Street Market

Homestyle
Eno Fine Wines
Clover
Civil Skate Shop
The Vault Collective

Symposium Books
Modern Love
Queen of Hearts

Viva Mexico Cantina Grill
The Sadle
The Magdalenae Room
The Boombox

Figidini
Ken’s Ramen
Ellie’s Bakery

The Rosendale
Dunkin’ Donuts

Murphy’s
Providence

Mokban Korean Bistro
Vinya

Small Pointe Cafe
Oberlin
Sura
The Eddy
Kleos

Blake’s Tavern

Rosmarin

Park’s Plaza
Yung’s
TVLRI

N

Saki’s Pizzeria
Pizza Queen

The Proposed Downtown Network Area

Existing Stores in Downtown Providence
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Existing Food Possibilities in Downtown Providence
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Phase 3: Alleyways as Avenues
Existing Condition: Clemence Street
alley facing North. The Elementary
+ Secondary Education RI building is
not visible from the alley because the
windows are covered or bricked up to
disallow view. The building occupied by
the TV station WLWC and First Works
art initiative is partially visible due to
advertisements and postings covering
the glazed facade wrapping into the
alleyway.

RESIDENTIAL APARTMENTS

ELEMENTARY + SECONDARY
EDUICATION RI

WLWC
FIRSTWORKS

MATHEWSON STREET

CLEMENCE STREET

UNION STREET

Permeable alleyway
membrane allows
for more activity +
Perforation of the Façade

Proposed Condition: Clemence
Street alley facing North. Allowing
the building faces in the space of
the alley to be perforated with a
transparent material and allowing
accessibility to the public passing
through these spaces towards to rest
of the downtown network. The newly
perforated spaces become a part of
the existing alleyway space and allow
for new expansion to happen within the
alley and thus a new experience

MATHEWSON STREET
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sence of place

The proposed view of the parking lot reimagined along the
Clemence Street alleyway.
Possibilities for How the Permeability can
Manifest:
Right: Permeability through visibility, materiality
such as glass displays for art, objects, store display,
or light.

CLEMENCE STREET

UNION

Left: Permeability through reimagining architectural
elements, such as an arcade, that allow people to
move in and out between the membrane of the alley
and building.
STREET
51

Phase 3: Alleyways as Avenues

Scenario Two: Second iteration of model used for visualizing the scenario of building face perforations throughout the identified alleyway
avenues and pedestrian network. Baltic birch and acrylic material give insight to a finer grain of detail and selection in what buildings within
the network become permeable based on their location in relationship to threshold of alleyway and void spaces.

N
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N

Scenario One: Model used for visualizing the scenario of building face perforations throughout
the selected site network. Corrugation of cardboard indicated permeability possibilities being
throughout the entire network.
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Phase 3: Alleyways as Avenues

Alleyway becomes
a conduit of
“arrival” through
activated spaces

Slight change in
topography over
crossing to cause
cars to pause.

Installations in
interstitial spaces
adjacent to
alleyways

Activations with
backdrop of
existing artist
murals

PEDESTRIAL
CROSS-OVER DIAGRAM

STREET FOR CARS W/
PEDESTRIAN CROSS OVER

BUILDING IS ALLOWED TO BE
BOTH PERMEABLE + DISPLAY
MURAL

Topography

MOULTON
STREET

CLEMENCE
STREET

MATHEWSON
STREET

Section of Mathewson Street + Clemence Street: Section includes all program but specifically shows the two different
examples when topography is raised to enhance the pedestrian avenue.

LLATIONS OR
INGS

OCCATIONAL PARKING DURING WEEKDAYS

BUS EXCHANGE

STREET FOR CARS W/
PEDESTRIAN CROSS OVER

OCCUPIED FIRST
FLOOR ACCESSIBLE
THROUGH
BUILDING

WASHINGTON STREET

OUTDOOR SEATING OR EVENT
SPACE

PEDESTRIAN
CROSSING OVER
MATHEWSON

FLEXIBLE OPEN SPACE
MARKET

FLEXIBLE OPEN SPACE

CONNECTING TO
MAIDEN LANE ALLEY

Eastern Facing Section: A zoom in view of the potential happenings and
strategies utilized together alone Clemence Street.

Topography When Crossing Streets: Crossing is raised from existing street height but a
cut downward to meet the street will be necessary to allow car access to continue within the space.
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Topography Detail When Crossing Streets: A detail imagining the implementation of topography
change at the cross walk with people and cars in play.
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Phase 3: Alleyways as Avenues

Insertion of Program
Events such as PVDFest, the
Providence Flea, and Food On the
Move RI give credibility to the idea
that installing program could be
successful when looking specifically
at this downtown network.
Temporary installations of program
could help to promote a sense of
place and activation not yet present
in the downtown.

PVDFEST
Downtown Providence

THE PROVIDENCE FLEA
Waterfront Park Providence

Rendering provides a look at the Clemence Street alley as an avenue and the
adjacent parking area reimagined with the strategies identified in Phase Three.
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Phase 3: Alleyways as Avenues

PARKING
Existing Long Section of Downtown Network
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BUS STOP

STREET FOR CARS
WASHINGTON STREET

PARTIALLY
EMPTY
BUILDING

PARKING W/
MONITORING

ENTRY
PARKING

PARKING

BUILDING
W/ NO
WINDOWS
FACING
PARKING
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Phase 3: Alleyways as Avenues

PEDESTRIAL
CROSS-OVER DETAIL

PEDESTRIAL
CROSS-OVER DIAGRAM

RAISED TOPOGRAPHY AS
WAYFINDING DEVICE

OPEN HARDSCAPE FOR INSTALLATIONS OR
TEMPORARY FURNISHINGS
Proposed Long Section of Downtown Network
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OCCATIONAL PARKING DURING WEEKDAYS

BUS EXCHANGE

STREET FOR CARS W/
PEDESTRIAN CROSS OVER

WASHINGTON STREET

OCCUPIED FIRST
FLOOR ACCESSIBLE
THROUGH
BUILDING

OUTDOOR SEATING OR EVENT
SPACE

PEDESTRIAN
CROSSING OVER
MATHEWSON

FLEXIBLE OPEN SPACE FOR EVENTS OR
MARKETS

CONNECTING TO
MAIDEN LANE ALLEY
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Findings + Conclusions

Allowing the thesis to dive further into the existing context that surrounds
the identified alleyway avenue increased awareness for what the needs of the
city both in the present and in the future. Aside from the massive amounts of
designated parking and scarce designated open space already expressed in
previous phases, it was found that the current population of shops that occupy
the storefronts of Westminster Street and Washington Street are considered
novelty or high end shopping. It can be argued through this observation,
and the observation from Phase Two on the factors that affect Downtown
Providence, the programs installed within the network could address more
basic needs such as allowing a small business pop-up or farmers market to
address the holes in program that perhaps cannot afford the price of the
historic store frontage. Providence has precedents for these sorts of programs
being successful in the form of the summertime Providence Flea and in the
temporary shop help by Food on the Move RI. Other possibilities include more
cafes, food trucks, quick lunch foods for workers and tourists in the area, and
second hand shops.
Through this phase, the Clemence Street alley was decidedly the main vein
of the alleyway avenue and this linear space in tandem with the adjacent
parking void was the heart of the downtown network. This place is spatially
ideal in its location and accesses and has past precedent for being a place of
activity within the downtown. It was discovered that the selected network
area is also the epicenter of the yearly PVDFest arts festival where the city of
Providence showcases its art, culture, and culinary communities with artists
from all around the globe. This is an indicator that solidifies the idea that this
place of networking alleyways is absolutely the kind of space that can allow
for socialization and activities to occur and further the life of the downtown.
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Assessment

Narrowing the possibilities to the toolkit explained in Phase Three began
to help with a more in-depth test of a few situations for consideration when
activating this new proposed downtown network. However, there were points
in the phase that should be investigated with a more critical eye in order to
fully explore the possibilities of a reimagined pedestrian avenue.

and how would that generate a more iterative process in understanding the
impact of these tools for the city of Providence? Having the comparison
available has the potential to yield new information and observations to push
the ideas further while also providing a clearer comparison for the audience
of this thesis.

When considering permeability, there could have been a clarity into the
properties or materiality designated in the intervention between the alleyways
and the building face. Originally, it was considered that this material could
just be a glass facing, such as a display window not that unlike the ones on
the existing facades. However, further investigation into how a person would
navigate this corridor would have brought a richness to the permeability part
of the toolkit. Is the material just glass and therefor allows for visibility? Would
this passage be more like the typology of an arcade or overhang that is similar
to the typologies found on the streetscape adjacent?
While axonometric drawings can provide a sense of scale and context for the
many interstitial spaces embedded in the urban fabric, the use of more figuregrounds, plans, and Nolli Plan like drawings would have been helpful to convey
exactly where interventions were happening in the grand scheme of the urban
fabric. With more care to orient the viewer, the sections generated in Phase
Three would be stronger.
An opportunity to look back at the assumptions and conclusions of Phase One
would assist with further synthesizing of the new strategies introduced to the
downtown network. What would the alleyway void texture look like with this
new experiment in permeability? How would the spatial properties change
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Final Conclusions

Overall Assessment

Downtown Providence is a site that has more potential than what is on the
surface of the investigations from Phase One. Through synthesizing the
observations of Phase One and Phase Two, it was clear the downtown is
currently in an era of revitalization in which the city and its urban citizens are
focusing on restoring the city to its former glory through the reactivation of the
historically vibrant streetscapes. In the investigation of this thesis, it is believed
that the streetscape life and vibrancy can permeate deeper than façade level
and permeate through the entire downtown making it a network of connected
places rather than a pattern of void spaces in the form of alleyways and parking
lots.

spaces denoted as spaces in between, were discovered in the form of parking
voids in the fabric of Downtown Providence. Through collection of clue and
cues in the surrounding historic architecture, these adjacent
in-between spaces were once the footprints of buildings that over time were
demolished and utilized to solve the parking crisis that befell the downtown as
cars became more and more prevalent. But parking voids and alleyway spaces
can be more than these ordinary purposes as proposed in Phase Three. These
spaces in Downtown Providence can accommodate both people and cars and
can facilitate a sense of arrival by becoming places of activity rather than just
spaces in the fabric.

Alleyways cannot be separated from their context; their context is what shapes
them and in turn determines the direction of potential these interstitial spaces
can have. In Providence, spaces that have been categorized as alleyways once
lived a life as secondary streets. They were connecting elements planned
within the city system allowing for traffic and pedestrians, to bisect the city
block in order to arrive at a destination on the opposing street. Over time,
these streets saw less and less activity and became interior as a mediocre
road of service for neighboring buildings and behind the scenes deliveries.
The goal for these spaces, through the strategies identified in Phase Three, is
to become connectors once more of a higher caliber to promote pedestrian
movement.

The population within cities, especially those in the densely-populated
metropolises of New England, will only increase as downtowns and city
centers fluctuate back to the time of revitalization and emphasis on downtown
socialization. This exploration into the potential of public space, in the form
of interstitial space as occupied space, can respond to the changing paradigm
of cities. It challenges the notion that successful public space must be large,
green, and distinct from the urban fabric by allowing it to be delimited by the
surrounding built up urban fabric and be more integrated into the downtown.

While the nature of alleyways began as an appreciation of their very urban
context, their interesting spatial characteristics: expressed in light, materiality,
and scale, gave way to a larger system of interstitial spaces. These interstitial
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Final Assessment

Through the employed methods of Phase One, Two, and Three, the questions
posed were successfully explored and answered. How can alleyways be an
occupiable threshold between public and private conditions within the
urban environment? Through their connective history as secondary streets in
Downtown Providence, as well as their immediate context to the surrounding
building fabric on its way to be revitalized, alleyways in combination with
other in-between voids have the potential of providing places of connection
to the built up urban fabric. Through methods identified in how current life
functions and strategies in historic and contemporary precedents permeability,
materiality, and installation of program within these spaces can encourage
occupation and movement.
The observational method employed by Phase One was valid in that
observations could be made at many times of day in real time. This evidence
established a baseline for the entire thesis in order to understand the life that
goes on in the alleyway space as well as the life adjacent to those spaces.
Synthesizing that material further in the form of a “pattern book” of spaces
may have made the thesis more successful in that it allowed for further analysis
of the material and helped contribute to future strategies and focus to uphold
the thesis.

automobile, while grossly monopolizing space in the downtown, cannot be
completely ruled out as spatial and programmed scenarios are implemented.
All the
in-between spaces uncovered have a commonality of being shaped by the
changes of automobile usage and in future research and phases of this thesis it
would be important to reconsider how these spaces, people, and automobiles
would integrate in the planned future of the Downtown.
In a future phase of this thesis, the work would branch off the original
identification of the alleyway network generated in Phase Three. A second
look at the network generated by connecting alleyways in Providence would
be constructive to identify a core of the network that could influence how
strategizes are employed.
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The original schedule put a lot of emphasis on the differences of public and
private spaces. As the thesis progressed, this measure was edited out due to
time constraint and further narrowing of the thesis intention. Pedestrians were
proposed as the main users and considerations for these alleyway spaces,
but on further inspection and presentation of Phase Three it is clear that the
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